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the report manager now includes a new ready-to-use report template for tekla structures-specific reports. all reports that are exported from tekla structures are stored in an attached tecreports file. tekla structures will automatically generate a new report if you do not have an existing report template for
the report that you are exporting. the new tekla structures project space now provides a view of the assemblies that you are working with. you can easily get an overview of the assemblies that you are working with and see how they are related. this new feature also provides a way to view the assemblies
from the context menu and also offers you the ability to create new assemblies from the context menu. a list of all tekla structures users and users that are added to your project is now available on the tekla structures project space tab. you can use this list to see who is currently assigned to a drawing or

section of a drawing that you are working on and who is the designated project user. you can also use this list to see all users that are assigned to the project by right-clicking on the users name and choosing to add them to the project. a new workflow is now available to support your precast concrete
projects. tekla structures users can now add and edit precast concrete beam and column elements. tekla structures now also has an option to convert beam and column geometries to revit import format, to support building information modelling (bim). due to the variety of types of connector that can be

used in buildings, you can now more easily analyze the thermal performance of an entire building. this version of tekla structures also includes an option to assess the thermal performance of connection regions and their form. this option can be used in the mechanical and electrical calculations, as well as
in the thermal simulations.
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tekla structures is now delivered in the cloud, which means you can use it wherever you like. you can use tekla structures from your desktop, tablet or
mobile device, and you don’t need to download or install any software. with tekla structures, you can work on the same data, regardless of which device
you use. tekla structures now supports a database of predefined deltabeam sections which provides a faster and easier way for modeling and analysis.

you can select a needed profile to analyze a global structure, and a final deltabeam design is performed by peikko. the size of deltabeam can be
determined by using peikko designer deltabeam select, a free online service. tekla structural designer generates a report of member internal forces that

can be directly sent to peikko. deltabeam composite beams are shown on drawings and reported in material listings. tekla structures makes it easy to
model bridges efficiently and accurately. get to know the workflow with the free tekla structures for bridge designers elearning course. the course
includes several tutorials, from the basics of the workflow, user interface and the bridge creator tool to using ready-made components and bridge

embeds. the course is available in english. we now have a link between tekla structural designer and grasshopper which allows you to explore different
early-stage design alternatives quickly and easily. you can manipulate key parameters in grasshopper which are linked to tekla structural designer to

compare alternatives. this new process makes it possible to find the best design alternative for your client faster than before. 5ec8ef588b
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